
Excavator 

 

• The excavator grapple is supplied with all pins including the main stick pin and curling 

link pin. 

 

• Place grapple on a smooth, level 

 

• Remove both the main stick pin and the curling link pin.

 

• Next, remove the bucket and bucket pins from the excavator stick and curling link.

 

• Position excavator so that the stick pin holes and pin boss holes

 

• Install the pins in the same manner as if installing a bucket.  Use shims if needed.

 

• Pin the stabilizer arm and adjustable stabilizer bracket with pin in rear hole.

 

• Finally, position grapple body approximately 90 degrees

weld the bracket to boom arm.
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Excavator Grapple Installation 

 

The excavator grapple is supplied with all pins including the main stick pin and curling 

smooth, level surface with the teeth to ground and mounting area up.

Remove both the main stick pin and the curling link pin. 

Next, remove the bucket and bucket pins from the excavator stick and curling link.

Position excavator so that the stick pin holes and pin boss holes in the grapple align.

Install the pins in the same manner as if installing a bucket.  Use shims if needed.

Pin the stabilizer arm and adjustable stabilizer bracket with pin in rear hole.

Finally, position grapple body approximately 90 degrees to boom arm then tack and 

weld the bracket to boom arm. 
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